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cahayapapua.com
cahayapapua.com adalah situs berita terkini tanah papua, terkini papua
barat,terkinimanokwari,terkinisorongdanterkinikepalaburungpapua



 Country Rank
Indonesia

Global Rank

Worldwide

1,589,277 

Category Rank
Business and Industry

41,052 

236,007 

Traffic Overview
Total Visits

Engagement

On desktop & mobile web, in the last 6 months
Embed Graph

Total Visits

14.7K


35.66%

25K

 Avg. Visit Duration

20K

00:02:15

 Pages per Visit

15K

1.93

10K

 Bounce Rate

5K

55.61%

<5000

Oct '16

Nov '16

Dec '16

Jan '17

Feb '17

Mar '17
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Traffic by countries
On desktop

87.89%
25.31%

Indonesia



7.89%

United States



1.68%

India







0.00%

Embed Graph

Traffic Sources
On desktop

91.20%



0.00%

0.87%

Philippines

Direct

0.00%

1.12%

Sweden

4.71%

0.00%

3.95%


Referrals

0.15%


Search



Social

0%


Mail

0%


Display
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Referrals

NOT ENOUGH DATA
Site owner? Here's a few tips for you

1
2

Have you tried speaking to press and bloggers
about your product? They can be a great source of
referral traffic when they publish a post or article
with a link.
Ask your fans, clients or business partners to put a
link to your site on theirs.

3

Register your website in relevant directories and
listings.

4

Look at the main referrals of your competitors to
get some ideas of websites you could be engaging
with.
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Search

NOT ENOUGH DATA
Site owner? Here's a few tips for you

1

Make your site SEO-friendly to make sure its
indexed by search engines. Keep your website
structure simple, clean and coherent for crawlers
to index and rank pages.

2

Find out which are the Top 100 Search Engines on
the internet here.

3

Think about the keywords you’d like to rank for and
use them throughout your site, including content,
titles and META tags.

4

To choose the right keywords, simply put yourself
in your target user’s shoes and think of what you’d
type if you were looking for your product.
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Social

NOT ENOUGH DATA
Site owner? Here's a few tips for you

1

Choose your social networks carefully. There are
many options and you can find the Top 100 Social
Networks in your Country here.

3

If you don’t have your own social pages you can still
make sure your site content is shared across social
networks by adding social buttons on your site.

2

Facebook and Twitter are very popular networks
but if you can look for alternatives that might be
more relevant to your content (e.g. LinkedIn might
be more effective for professional services).

4

Work hard and be patient: unless you’re a
celebrity, it will take time for your social networks
to grow. Make sure you invest time and effort
keeping it up to date with exciting news and
content.
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Display Advertising

NO DISPLAY ADVERTISING
This website doesn’t use display advertising as part of their marketing activity.
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Website Content
Subdomains
Subdomain (1)
…cahayapapua.com

Traffic Share

100%
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Audience Interests
Categories

Internet And Telecom >
Search Engine

Also visited websites
grass.atacorp.co
simlitabmas.ristekd…
google.co.id
facebook.com

Internet And Telecom >
Social Network

Topics
facebook
socialnetworking
community
webapplications
netherlands
searchengines

facebookgames
social
people
google
websearch
web

socialmedia
socialnetwork
friends
search
engine
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Similar Sites

manfaat.co

abenetwork…

4.bp.blogsp…

google.com

manfaat.co

abenetwork…

4.bp.blogsp…

google.com
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Understanding
Today's Digital World
SimilarWeb provides data and insights to help businesses make better
decisions, identify new opportunities and spot the latest Internet and mobile
trends. This information is essential for reacting to the Internet’s everchanging environment, building high-reward low-risk campaigns, and
understanding the competitive world in which you operate.
Reveal business opportunities and obtain an in-depth
analysis for any app or website with SimilarWeb PRO. To
learn more, contact us for a free consultation.
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